
Class Supply List for Double Zip Gear Bag 2.0
Instructor:  Mary Stipanovich   850-545-2586

Description: Perfect for toiletries, electronic gear, shoes and more, this bag
comes in three sizes.  The double-zippered top opens easily for full access to
the roomy interior, and it has two exterior zippered pockets and two interior
slip pockets.   Suited for a confident beginner.
Small:  4h x 8-1/2w x 5-1/2d
Medium:  5h x 10-12w x 7d
Large 6-1/2h x 13-1/2w x 9d

Pattern:  Double Zip Gear Bag 2.0 ByAnnie.com
Note that the pattern comes in three sizes. If this is your first time bag, please choose
either the medium or large size.
Fabric: Use quilting cotton
Whether you are making the medium or large size, I suggest you buy ¾ yard
each of the main, lining and coordinating fabrics.
If using directional print fabric, additional fabric may be needed.
Handbag Zipper:
You need two (2) 30” handbag double slide zippers.
If using zipper by the yard, you need 54” length for medium size and 64”length  for
large size.  Also needed:  4 zipper pulls.
Zippers are for the outer quilted pocket, the outer mesh pocket, and the flap.
Interfacing: ½ yard ByAnnie Soft and Stable
¼ yard of Shape flex, a woven fusible interfacing
Strapping: 1” wide poly strapping - 6-½” for medium and 8-½” for  large
Hook and Loop Tape: 1 strip measuring 3”
Mesh fabric: 12” x 13” for medium and 16” x 16” for large
Fold over elastic: 1-½ yards for medium and 2 yards for large

Bring all essential sewing supplies, and especially include:
90 top stitch needle
Zipper foot, walking foot, ¼” foot
Kneed lift and tray for your sewing machine
Stiletto (I like ByAnnie’s stiletto)
Temporary Spray Adhesive for fabric like Odif 505
Wonder clips
Rotary cutter and small mat



½” bias tape maker if making zipper pulls
Marking pen or chalk
¼” double sided adhesive tape
Fabric glue pen  - I like Sewline
Rulers and small iron and pressing  mat
Strapping and a turning tool
Thread to match

Prior to Class please quilt your fabric (main and lining) and foam stabilizer.
If you are making the medium size you will need two quilted sets that measure
13” wide and 20” high.
If you are making the large size you will need two quilted sets that measure
16”wide and 25” high.
One quilted set is for the bag body.  The other quilted set is for an exterior
pocket, two end pieces and the flap.

Tip for quilting.  See page 1 of the pattern for general quilting instructions.
➔ Press fabric and foam to remove wrinkles before you sandwich the pieces

together.  Use spray starch.
➔ A repositionable temporary fabric adhesive spray can be a substitute for

pins to hold the fabric and foam layers together.
➔ Use a walking foot to quilt and a 90/14 top stitch needle.

CUTTING FROM QUILTED FABRIC

Cut the bag body from one of your quilted sets:
For medium size: 1 bag body  that is 11” wide x 18-¼” high
For large size: 1 bag body  that is 14” wide x 23-¼” high
➔ Only if using directional fabric:    Cut the bag body in half.
★ For the medium size, cut two pieces 11”w x 9-1/4’h.
★ For the large size, cut two pieces 14”w x 11-¾”h.
➔ To join the two directional  pieces, you need two strips of non quilted fabric:
★ From the main fabric cut one strip 1” wide x 15”  long
★ From the lining fabric cut one strip 1-½” wide x 15” long

From the second set of quilted fabric, we cut one pocket, two end pieces and
the flap. If you are using directional fabric or want to fussy cut your fabric,
consider waiting for class to cut the pocket, end pieces and flap.



Medium size:   cut from second set of quilted fabric:
Exterior pocket A - 4-¾”h  x 11”w  - need 1
Exterior ends - 5-½”h  x 7-½ w - need 2
Flap - 13” x 3-½”  - need 1
Large size:   cut from second set of quilted fabric:
Exterior pocket A - 6”h x 14”w -   need 1
Exterior ends - 7”h  x 9-½”w  - need 2
Flap - 16-½” x 4-½” - need 1

Cut  your  coordinating fabric: (not quilted fabric).
Medium size:
2” wide  strips for binding pockets:  four strips 2”  x 12”
One 13” x 3-½” for flap facing.  Fuse shape flex to the wrong side.

One 3” x 8” for  Grab  Tab
One 2-¾” x 7-½” for Handle
1 strip that is 1” wide x width of fabric.  Needed if making  zipper pulls.

Large size:
2” wide strips for binding pockets:  four strips 2” x 15”
One 16-½” x 4-½” for flap facing.  Fuse shape flex to the wrong side.
One 3” x 9-½” for Grab Tab
One 2-¾” x 9-½” for Handle
1 strip that is 1”wide x width of fabric.  Needed if making zipper pulls

You can also cut bias binding  that is 2-¼” wide.   One continuous bias strip
approximately 48”is needed  for the medium size

See below to see the back of the  pattern.

Class registration policy: All classes must be paid for at the time of registration.
If a class is canceled due to a lack of minimum enrollment, the class fee will be
refunded.  Any cancellation must be made at least 72 hours in advance to receive a
refund.  Teachers need time to prepare class handouts and supplies.  Please
register early as possible to ensure your place and to avoid disappointment.
Please have working knowledge of your machine as the educator will not
have time to instruct on the use of your machine

If you have any questions about fabric requirements, supplies or cutting,
please text or email me.   Mary Stipanovich  850-545-2586
sydais214@gmail.com.






